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This report applies to a magnetometer and electro 

magnetic survey recently undertaken over mineral 

claim No. P-292763 in the township of Dundonald, 

Porcupine Mining Division. The survey formed only 

a part of a much more extensive magnetometer and 

electromagnetic survey carried out on behalf of 

Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. during the current 

Summer, and covering our entire property to the - 

north and east of the subject claim.

PROPERTY, LOCATION.,. ACCESS. AND OWNERSHIP.

The claim constitutes the northwest quarter of Concession 

I, Lot 4 (NTS 42-A-10, Lat.4S0 3S ! N, Long.#Oo 50'W) in the town 

ship of Dundonald, Porcupine Mining Division. It is located to 

the northeast of Mcintosh Springs, approximately 30 miles north 

east of Timmins, and is easily accessible by road. The claim was 

purchased by Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. in January 1971 from 

the former recorded holder, John J. Johnson of Tinnuins, Ont.

HISTORY...

Little is known of the history pertinent to this one par 

ticular claim, but the general area   i.e. Dundonald and Clergue 

townships   has been the scene of prolonged prospecting activity, 

and indeed also mining, over the past 60, or so, years. Most 

notably, nickel sulphides were discovered early in the century
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on the Alexo property some 2^ miles to the northeast. During 

1914-1913 and 1942-1945, this property yielded some 50,000 tons 

of ore reportedly grading better than k io nickel.

In the 1940's, intense exploration was carried out by 

Montclerg Mines Ltd., on some low-grade gold occurrences within 

the Pipestone fault zone in the southeast corner of Clergue town 

ship about B miles to the east.

On Frederick House Lake to the northwest, Hollinger Mines 

Ltd. have, during the past 10 years, carried out extensive geo 

physics and diamond drilling in a search for nickel sulphides 

within reported bodies of serpentinized ultramafics.

The southeast portion of Dundonald township   i.'e. ground 

to the immediate east of the said claim   has been the scene of 

prolonged and fairly continuous but inconclusive exploration for 

nickel by various companies, the most recent of which is Falcon 

bridge, who now hold a 41 claim block and are currently engaged 

in a detailed geological and geophysical exploration programme in 

an effort to put together and correlate much of what has been done 

in the past, as well as to come up with some new and hopefully 

more conclusive findings.

In this general context, the subject claim has doubtless 

been prospected and also frequently changed hands in the past, 

but no showings or diamond drilling ftas been recorded on this 

ground.

In the early 1960's, the southeast portion of Dundqnald in 

cluding the Alexo property, as well as an area to the immediate

east in Clergue township, was the subject of an academic thesis
\ 

undertaken by A. J. Naldrett, currently professor of geology at
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the University of Toronto.

Dundonald and Clergue townships were mapped by the Ontario 

Department of Mines at a scale of l"r i mile between 1959-1961, 

and a map compilation done in 1965 (see Preliminary Geological 

Map Nos. 307 and 303).

GENERAL GEOLOGY..

The geology of Dundonald township is shown on Ontario Dept. 

of Mines, Preliminary Geological Map No. P.307. For regional aero 

magnetic coverage, see west half of sheet 42-A-10, Map No. #4440 

(Porquis Junction). For an overall regional picture, see Ontario 

Dept. of Mines, Geological Compilation Series, Map No. 2046 

(Timmins-Kirkland Lake).

The general area consists of essentially intermediate vol 

canics that form a sequence of massive, pillowed, spherulitic, 

and fragmental units, which also include some minor more acidic 

horizons that are frequently well brecciated. These volcanics 

were intruded by mafic sill-like masses, some of the larger of

which appear to have become differentiated in situ into basal
upptr 

ultramafic and gabbroic or even dioritic^ sect ions* In addition,

the area is characterized by lenses of alpine-type ultramafic, 

and serpentinized ultramafic, rocks*, whether these represent re- 

mobilized differentiated material, or whether they have some other 

independent origin, is not clearly understood. Folding along east- 

westerly axial planes, believed to have taken place following the 

period of intrusive activity, has left the rocks with dips that 

are often close to being vertical.

Forming the topographically high ground, outcrop constitutes 

an estimated 10# and is restricted to the northern half of the
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subject claim. The rocks consist predominantly of gabbros which 

show some local variation in grain-size and bulk composition. 

Brecciated acidic volcanics occur at the north end of the main 

outcrop area. Contact relations with the more massive and abundant 

gabbros are highly irregular and in some places gradational. These 

rocks may form a portion of the southern limb of what has hitherto 

been believed to be a large, tightly folded, and differentiated 

sill, with a westerly plunge.

GEOPHYSICS.

North-south running grid lines (total of 2.4 line miles) 

spaced 200 ft. apart with pickets at 100 ft. intervals were cut 

during the course of the Summer. The lines were cut so as to tie 

into a co-ordinate grid system formerly established over our entire 

property. It should be said that following the geophysical surveys, 

a legal land survey was run around the claim and tied into our 

adjoining property, surveyed in 1969* It was found that the north 

boundary of the claim had to be moved some distance north, for this 

reason station readings across what is now the correct north boundary 

of the claim are missing.

Both the magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys were under 

taken late in July by John J. Johnson of Timmins on behalf of Falcon 

bridge. In the case of the magnetometer survey, a total of #04 

stations were read at 50ft. intervals, while E.M. readings were 

taken at 100ft. intervals for a total of 91 stations. The south 

boundary of the claim served as the baseline.

Magnetometer Survey. Instrument used was a McPhar M-700 Fluxgate 

magnetometer. This is a direct reading instrument with a maximum

f
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sensitivity of 20 gammas per scale division. Magnetic base stations 
were established at 400 ft. intervals along the baseline, and 
normal corrections were made in plotting up the results to comp 
ensate for diurnal variations.

The magnetic stations read range in value from a low of 
-1,120 gammas to a high of *2,#70 gammas. Fig. I, contoured at 
100 gamma intervals, shows the contour picture.

Electromagnetic Survey* Instrument used was a McPhar SS15 vertical 
loop electromagnetometer with an operating frequency of 1,000 cycles 
per second. Two separate transmitter locations were established 
v/ithin the claim as shown on the accompanying map (Fig.II), and 
receiver readings, as has already been stated, were taken at 100 ft. 
intervals along the lines. Apart from one cross-over on line 52E, 
the electromagnetic profiles are seen to be quite low and flat.

CONCLUSION^

Since this single claim forms merely a small fraction of our 
property, it seems impossible to make any meaningful conclusions 
without a consideration of the detailed geological mapping as well 
as the geophysics carried out over our entire property during the 
current season. Though all the field work has now been completed, 
much of the plotting, correlating, and interpretation, remains to 
be done, and this must certainly be followed by diamond drilling 
next year.

With respect to the subject claim, it can be said that the 
electromagnetic survey has failed to outline any significant con 
ductors. The magnetic survey, on the other hand^, shows up the gabbro- 
volcanic contact quite well, and the two strong magnetic highes on
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either side of the claim may possibly represent buried ultramafic 

rocks, while the pronounced magnetic trough is not understood at 

this stage.

A. Konig, B.Se.,
Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd.

Timmins, Ontario, 
November l, 1971.
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